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Visit us online at: www.eurosoftinc.com

EURO SOFT
Innovative Software for Manufacturing

Eurosoft, Inc.: Providing innovative software to the manufacturing sector for 20 years. 
Software that improves productivity,  automates production and provides greater insight 
into the manufacturing environment. From off-the-shelf solutions to personalized support 

and consultation to multi-vendor projects... We’ve got your software solution.
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SquareOne
Job Tracking Software

Meet deadlines and detect problems in production:
SQ1 allows you to track and monitor the progress of orders in 
real-time

Integrate with upstream software to save time:
Import orders automatically from optimization and production 
software

Easy to use and understand Order creation:
Products consisting of any number of parts can be added to 
orders. Orders, assemblies and items can be assigned tasks 
which are required to complete them.

From ordering hardware to shipping
Tasks are fully customizable and as many tasks can 
be created as needed. All levels of an order can be 
assigned tasks

Fully customizable users, task stations and 
devices for additional data analytics
- Monitor station efficiency to locate bottlenecks
- Gauge user efficiency, time on tasks and 
  down-time

Features:

Full barcode label support
- Quickly retrieve data and start/stop tasks 
  with barcode scanning
- Includes fully-featured ImPrint label 
  designer 
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Images are screenshots 
of the SquareOne 
interface; leftmost: The 

main dashboard, left: 
the Access Point task 

manager

Bop bopaloopbob alop bam bing! Yewah I am the king of scate. The leader of the rat pack

Send Scans over regular Wifi network
   Not tethered to stations

   Link users to scanners automatically

   Much greater range than bluetooth

1234-5678-9012-3456-7890

An example 
production line 

using SquareOne


